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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like the price of gold!

1: Cry. It is a commonly
known fact that Glenn is
a big baby and his crying
only emphasizes this. It is
not the crying that bothers
me though, it is the way he
mixes the crying with the
sheer anger that follows.
He will go from talking one
moment about how this nations greatest moment was
September 12, 2001, an
opinion that is flaky at best,
to once again decrying anything that he views as “communist” or “liberal” (pretty
much anything that doesn’t
fit into his fascist agenda).

By Liz Fujita ~ Daily Bull

In a massive press conference scheduled
for Sunday afternoon, popular hip-hop
artists Flo-Rida and Kanye West will offer their [somewhat] heartfelt apologies
for their crimes against quintessential
ballads “You Spin Me Right Round” (by
Dead or Alive) and “Harder, Better, Faster,
Stronger” (by electronic icon Daft Punk),
respectively.
Why, you may ask? A petition written
entirely in 3-D inks has been circulating
the globe, acquiring signatures of 80s
fans and elusive electronic fans, pleading the rap community to think about
the reckless destruction of actual good
music. Many claim that large portions of
their souls shriveled up and died when
they heard what Flo-Rida had done to
“Right Round,” turning it from a mildly suggestive song into an extremely suggestive
song – such amplification of innuendo
has set fire beneath people with sensitive wittle ears, awww.

version of “Bitches Ain’t Shit” would be
sufficient for making the men share in
everyone’s pain.
“An eye for an eye,” agreed several
Michigan Tech students. “This is a tech
school. We’re not going to stand for this
heartbreaking assault on geek music!”
The Daily Bull interviewed Flo-Rida about
his feelings on the request for apology.
He did not seem pleased, but was willing to mend the broken ties from other
members of the musical community. He
was not, however, eager to travel to Tallahassee to make amends with the state
for “borrowing” its name – he claims
that more people listen to his music than
travel to the everglades, making him the
rightful owner of the name.

As for Kanye, he will be lucky to escape
unscathed for so brutally molesting Daft
Punk’s masterpiece – offended fans will
most likely Robot Rock his ass all the way
The event is predicted to draw crowds Around the World.
of both hip-hop and classic hits fans,
numbering into the hundreds. The However, Mr. West operates under the
petitioners have decided not to bring assumption that what doesn’t kill him
spoiled vegetables, but elected that makes him stronger, and the last thing the
forcing Mr. Flo-Rida to listen to Ben Folds’
...see Too late to ‘pologize? on back

BLOBFISH O___o
...see gb1990.com on back

46 miles per hour, Google?! The speed limit is 25! I cross the street without looking!
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By Alec Hamer ~ Daily Bull

Glenn Beck, a “popular,”
“balanced,” “news commentator” for Fox News
likes to say some extreme
things; extreme things that
many, such as myself, don’t
agree with or even respect.
So I thought I would share
with you, America, a few of
the things Glenn Beck does
best.

Pic o’ the Day
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What Glenn
Beck Does Best

Flo-Rida, Kanye West to Offer
Public Apologies
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“If all the world’s a stage, I want
to operate the trap door.”
~ Paul Beatty

...Too late to ‘pologize? from front

world needs is for him to come back
and tear apart Interstella 5555 for his
next video. Weighing these options
in hand, it has been decided that the
mere apology will be enough public
humiliation for West.
Both West and Rida agreed that the
latter was in the wrong to heinously
remake Dead or Alive’s only noteworthy song. “I am sorry for what I
may have done to their reputation,”
he noted.
“A song that mindless, repetitive, and
stereotypically bad did not deserve
to be made even worse by me.”
Dead or Alive refused to comment,
but have threatened to release an
old school remake of “In the Ayer,”
which would have the crowd dance
in Aboriginal Australian style. Those
who understood that joke get +5.
Those that didn’t, this will not be your
jayum. Hot dayum.
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Review: Frisbees
By Matt “Undercover Minority” Villa ~ Daily Bull

Frisbees. Yup, that’s right, this week I’m reviewing frisbees. I won’t go into
explaining what a Frisbee is, because if you don’t already know and you are
attending this university, you must have been living under a rock and had
been crushed to death due to your bad choice in shelter. I will however
tell you how they came to be.
You see, college students were as bored with classes back in the late
1800’s as they are now. The Frisbee Baking Company (real name, this is
not made up I assure you) of Bridgeport, Connecticut used to sell pies to
New England college students. The students would then realize that, other
than throwing away or making a bong out of the leftover pie tins, they
could throw them and catch them, first starting the game of frisbee. Well,
sadly enough, it took till 1948 for some L.A. Building inspector to invent the
design for the plastic ones we know and love today. Yep, some guy who
looks at buildings to make sure they won’t crumble got up one day and
said, “Hey, you know what, I’m gonna make something that resembles a pie
tin out of plastic so I can sell it to college kids! Surely THAT will keep me
from drinking myself into a coma.”

ANY major sport by inserting a frisbee. Hockey? Fuck that shit, play some
Frisbockey. Golf? What are you, a WASP? Get ya’self some muthafuckin Disc
Golf. Football? What are you, queer? (And if you are, what are you, Canadian?) Time for some Ultimate Frisbee. HOLY SHIT, that’s right, it is so much
better than football, the only way to describe it is as the Ultimate version of
any frisbee sport.

Hell, even your dog can join in. For some unknown reason, dogs love the
shit out of these circular pieces of plastic. I mean, try it, even if your dog has
never seen a frisbee in his life, bring one around him, and his instincts will tell
Enough about the history, lets get into the uses. The Frisbee is probably the him it’s game time. Big dogs, small dogs, even snow cows love frisbees.
most versatile and enjoyable thing made out of plastic, ever (Well, there are
other things, but those are mostly silicon nowadays). If you’ve gone outside So in conclusion, go get a frisbee, because anyone who already owns one
your room since you’ve been here (CS Majors, pay attention, this is what knows that it blows being the only person in a mile radius with a working
you’re missing), then you know that you can pretty much improve upon frisbee, so then everyone wants to borrow it, because it’s just bad ass.
...gb1990.com from front

Oh, and those “tears” he is crying
don’t really seem to be tears at all.
I say this is from a deep fear of crying; maybe a fear of messing up his
makeup? Perhaps he had a botched
plastic surgery procedure that fucked
up his tear ducts, or it just stems from
growing up in a conservative household. Whatever it is, it needs to stop.
What he needs to do is A) grow a
pair, and B) cut the bullshit and let
the tears flow because this fake “crying” isn’t fooling anybody, except
for possibly those who attend those
godforsaken “tea parties.” The kind
where one can view signs proclaiming “We didn’t bring guns… THIS
TIME!”

crazy ass theories on just about anything or the way he can take any average American and morph him/her
into an extremist, Glenn has a better
grasp of his viewers than most would
believe. Although this seems like a
profound statement there is much
to back this up. Glenn was quite
influential in the formation of the
Washington Tea Party where “tens of
thousands of people” (or 1.7 million
people if you’re Glenn) gathered
to play the usual republican blame
game, much of which came with arguments provided on his show. Although he wouldn’t be the one to
tell you, Glenn’s show is downright
propaganda.

Fascist. There, I said it. Boy wasn’t
that easy, now I understand how he
can easily throw around the word
“communist.” But unlike Glenn, who
never has a viable shred of evidence
to back up his claims whenever he
declares a politician, such as Barrack
Obama, to be a “communist,” I have
actually have some evidence to back
up my claim.

Glenn Beck “loves” America. He also
loves the idea of destroying all those
who don’t even when the evidence
just isn’t there. I mean this man, if
you can even call him that, actually
believes that we found weapons of
mass destruction in Iraq. But he also
believes that the only reason we
went to Iraq in the first place was to
get to Iran or what he calls “the head
of the snake and the center of evil
in the modern world.” Now I don’t
necessarily agree with a lot of Iranian
policies or politics, but being a rational person, I must say I can’t see
any reason to go to war with Iran, or
even Iraq for that matter.

A) His irrational fear of “communists.”
For whatever reason Glenn contains
this irrational fear of alleged “communists.” I put the word “communists” in quotations as to not confuse
the reader from real communists.
Those… who actually believe in
Marxist theology.
All I know is this:
Glenn Beck needs to be taken off of
2: Scare People. Whether it is his 3: Be a Fascist. Glenn Beck is a B) His absolute LOVE of nationalism. the air.

